In vitro methods for the evaluation of drug availability from suppositories: comparison between biological and artificial membranes.
Drug availability from suppositories is currently evaluated in vitro by means of a model consisting of a dialysis tube (porous membrane) or isolated biological membrane (animal rectum). We propose a new alternative in vitro method to determine drug availability from suppositories consisting of an artificial membrane soaked with n-octanol, coupled with a filter paper sheet soaked with phosphate buffer. This method provides for an integrated hydro-lipophilic simulation of the biological membrane, including the mucus layer adhering to the rectal mucosa. By simply using the porous membrane, the amount of drug released varied directly according to its solubility for formulations with lipophilic excipients. For formulations with hydrophilic excipients, drugs with low/intermediate solubility in water showed increased availability in comparison to lipophilic excipients. The in vitro rat rectum model provided overall results that were similar to those obtained with the porous membrane method, although the percentage values of AUC were lower. The new model of in vitro simulated absorption produced a degree of drug availability that was lower in comparison to both previous methods. However, the simulated model appeared to give a pattern of drug availability closer to that of the model of in vitro rat rectum. The new in vitro artificial model thus appears to be useful in suppositories preformulation studies, allowing for an estimate of drug availability and the choice of the most adequate excipient.